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Discussion Guide
What Is Prayer?
ConneCtIng: 
45 minutes 
(the following questions are intended to provide your group with a way 
of connecting with one another so that you might partner in the work god 
is doing in your lives.)
•   in what ways did god move in your life this week? in 

what ways did you respond to him?
• what was your biggest challenge this week? in what 

ways, if any, did you invite god into this challenge?
• how honest have you been with us? (graciously 

thank group members for their honesty if they state 
they have held back.)

gettIng started: 
10 minutes

• in your mind, why is prayer important? 
dIvIng Into the text:
60 minutes 
 (the following questions are intended to provide your group with a 
simple road map through the text. feel free to use these questions in ways 
that best fit your group and the dynamics of your own meeting.)

• using the notes, talk about the two movements of 
redemption. you might notice if in your experience 
one of these movements has been emphasized over 
the other. 

• read ephesians 1.15-23 and then ephesians 
3.14-19. pause. read these two texts once 

more, seeking to hear the ties between them.  
• in these two prayers, paul asks god to give the 

ephesians more of himself. in what ways does he 
make this request of god. seek to discover as 
many aspects as possible in the text. 

• think about what paul is requesting of god. 
what implications, if any, might you draw from 
these prayers about the purposes for which god 
redeemed us through Jesus.  

• in what ways does paul use prayer to invite god 
to leading the ephesians to an experience of these 
purposes?  

• do you think people typically use prayer as paul 
uses prayer here? could you elaborate?  

• one might say that paul uses prayer for the 
ephesians to get more of god and for god to get 
more of the ephesians. what might it look like to 
pray like this today? why might we wish to pray 
in this manner?  

• consider closing your time as a group by “riffing” 
on these two prayers of paul. “riffing” on a 
prayer involves using the biblical prayer as a 
topical and structural framework for your own 
prayer, a prayer which expands upon the prayer 
found in scripture. 



Context and BaCkground
Redemption
one of the most central themes in god’s story as it relates 
to people is that of redemption. redemption is the process of 
releasing someone or something from a legal obligation or 
obtaining deliverance from a desperate circumstance. god 
laid the groundwork for the concept of redemption in the 
law of moses. through moses, god instructed the people 
of israel to engage in the act of redemption. the israelites 
were to redeem their first-born children (exodus 13.11-
15; numbers 3.44-51) or individuals (leviticus 25.35-
55). they could redeem property which had been lost 
(leviticus 25.23-34), and they could redeem themselves 
from a vow or tithe which proved too burdensome to bear 
(leviticus 27.1-33). in each of these situations, someone 
or something was bound in some way until it was released 
by an outside source meeting or satisfying the obligation so 
that which was bound could be freed.  
the new testament builds upon the concept and practice of 
redemption as found in the mosaic law. however, it turns 
the focus to people who are bound by their sin (hebrews 
2.14-15). god obtains the release of people through the 
person and work of Jesus which satisfies the obligations 
which sin had placed upon people (1 corinthians 1.30; 
6.20; 1 peter 1.18-19; matthew 20.28; mark 10.45).  
one might consider this theme and conclude that redemption 
involves god first teaching people of the need for rescue 
so that they might have a framework for understanding 
his movement to rescue people. in many ways, this 
portrait is accurate, but it is also incomplete. the concept 
of redemption, though explicitly about rescuing from 
obligation, also includes the implied concept of rescuing to 
another situation; that is, redemption is actually a process 
that moves someone or something from one state to another. 
the state to which redemption moves a person or obJect is 
generally understood to be its former or true state of being. 
often in redemption narratives, the former or true state 
is understood or assumed. therefore, the focus in these 
narratives falls upon the first movement of redemption, 
rescuing from.  
with respect to people, redemption involves god’s movement 
to rescue people from the obligation their sin has placed 
upon them so that people might experience life as god created 
them to live. this fuller picture of redemption becomes 
apparent when one reads redemption texts within the larger 
narrative of scripture. at the highest level, scripture tells 

the story of how god created, lost, and eventually restores 
his creation to his original intention. when redemption is 
divorced from this larger story of god in such a way that it 
is reduced to the single movement of redemption from, faith is 
simple and transactional. once god has “saved” people from 
their sin there is nothing more to be accomplished or pursued 
in the life of the believer. however, when redemption is kept 
within the larger story of god, god’s rescue of people frees 
them to move back to and experience the life they were created 
to live. in this sense, faith is a Journey back to one’s true home 
and redemption is the first of many steps.  

The Text
ePhesIans 1.15-23; 3.14-19 
paul’s letter to the church at ephesus is actually a letter 
meant to be circulated among the churches of asia minor. in 
the 2nd century, these churches were central to a movement 
often referred to as gnosticism, an approach to christianity 
which separates the physical from the spiritual. this approach 
to christianity was declared to be heretical by the church 
as a whole, which then wrote the nicean creed to codify 
orthodox christianity in contrast with gnosticism. while 
this theological debate took place almost 100 years after 
paul, the seeds of this way of thinking were already beginning 
to surface in his lifetime. we see paul addressing them in 
ephesians and colossians. in ephesians, paul addresses 
an apparent disconnect between the experience of god’s 
redemptive work in christ (spiritual) and the way a believer 
lives his everyday life (physical). in order to do this, paul first 
outlines the nature of god’s redemptive work through christ 
(ephesians 1-3) and then explains how this work frees people 
to a new way of life (ephesians 4-6). this kind of theological/
practical framework where a theological foundation is laid 
and then upon this foundation a practical exhortation is based 
is typical to most of paul’s letters. however, it would be 
mistaken to conclude that in paul’s theological sections there 
are no practical exhortations or no theological truths in the 
practical exhortations. such is the case in the prayers which 
bracket the theological section of ephesians.  
in ephesians, paul begins and ends his theological discussion 
of god’s redemptive work in christ with prayers on behalf of 
the ephesian and other congregations of asia minor. these 
two prayers are similar in content and focus, with the second 
prayer building upon the latter. both of these prayers involve 
the believers in asia minor moving to a greater experience of 
god in the deepest parts of their person. by bracketing the 
theological section with these prayers, paul creates something 



of a “literary sandwich.” this is an important literary 
technique in the ancient world, a technique by which an 
author gave context for what lay between the bracketing 
sections. in other words, the theme or content of what 
bookended the discussion in the middle told the reader what 
to take away from what lay in the middle. in paul’s letter, 
what lies in the middle is a discussion of god’s redemptive 
work in christ, his movement to rescue people from their sin. 
however, paul has bookended this theological discussion 
with prayers for believers to move to a greater experience of 
god. this bracketing therefore implies that god’s purposes 
in redemption lie in people experiencing him in a greater way 
in the deepest parts of their being. here paul provides the 
fullest picture of redemption by locating it within the larger 
story of god. god moved to rescue people from sin so that 
they might move to an experience of him at the center of their 
being. this is the life god intended from the beginning, the 
life to which he is moving all of creation.  
in his first prayer (ephesians 1.15-23), paul begins by 
noting he has heard about the faith and love of the believers 
in asia minor. he gives thanks for them and wants them 
to know that he is praying for them on a consistent basis. 
the general content of his prayer involves a request that 
god the father would give the believers the holy spirit of 
wisdom and revelation so they might know god better. this 
is the guiding request of the entire prayer and is therefore 
instructive in understanding the prayer. what is important 
to first note is that paul is asking for god to give the holy 
spirit to the believers, something he has already done 
(ephesians 1.13-14). this implies that there is more of 
the spirit to be had. second, he asks that the holy spirit 
interact in such a way that he gives wisdom and revelation. 
in scripture, wisdom is an understanding of god’s desires 
for people and revelation is an understanding of god’s 
actions. simply put, paul prays that the holy spirit would 
reveal more of the life god intends people to live and more 
of the life god himself is living. paul asks for this so that 
the believers might know god (in an experiential way) 
better. this implies that god’s redemptive work is about 
moving to an ever-increasing possession and experiential 
knowledge of god.  
paul expands upon this request by asking that the eyes of the 
heart would be enlightened. in the ancient world, the heart 
was the seat of decision making in a person, the command 
and control center of one’s life. paul asks that this deepest 
part of a person be opened in such a way that they grasp 
the hope (future) to which god is moving people, that god 

would possess people. and, he asks that this deep part be 
opened so they grasp the resurrection and restoration power 
of god which is in them. these prayers build upon the request 
for wisdom and revelation as they focus on what god is doing 
and what a person is to do (heart). what is important to grasp 
in this prayer is paul assumes that the believers do not yet 
know god as deeply as they can. they do not yet know what he 
intends for them or who they are. they are meant to possess 
and be possessed by god, to experience him in their person and 
working out through their person.  
paul builds upon this prayer in his second prayer (ephesians 
3.14-19). he notes that he is praying for the believers so 
that god would, by the holy spirit, strengthen the inner 
person of the believers so that christ could dwell in their 
hearts in faith. simply put, paul prays that the spirit would 
do a work so that Jesus himself might take up residence 
within and control of a person. this implies that this is not 
now the case in their lives. further, he prays that in the same 
way that their faith was rooted in the love of god—paul 
probably is thinking of redemption and the response to such 
as acts of love—they might have power by the holy spirit 
to understand and experience the vastness of god’s love. in 
the experiencing and presence of this love the believers would 
be full with all of god. once more we encounter the idea 
that the believers have not yet experienced all of god or their 
intended relationship with him. there is more to life, a more 
made possible by redemption. god’s redemptive work in Jesus 
freed people to move to this more which includes the experience 
of all of god’s person at the center of their being with this 
working out experientially in their body.  
clearly, paul envisions redemption to be the beginning step of 
a growing relationship with and experience of god, something 
which involves god dwelling within and controlling a person 
and the realities of such working out in one’s body. how the 
believers go about moving into this “more” made available to 
them involves prayer. it is the work of god, but a work which 
is done as paul reaches out to god in prayer. thus, prayer 
is the means by which paul pursues a greater experience of 
god on behalf of the believers. the letter may conclude with 
an exhortation for the believers in asia minor to pray in 
this same vein as paul concludes with the exhortation to be 
strong in the lord and in his power. this seems to echo the 
two previous prayers. after urging them to take up what god 
has given them, he returns to the idea of being strong in the 
lord and urges them to pray in the holy spirit (connected and 
guided by), which is the means by which paul is praying for 
them. 



real lIfe WIth you:
prayer is important. it is the means by which we move from a 
self-centered life to a god-centered life. prayer is the means 
by which we address our most central issue, our idolatry 
of self. we play god and it is killing us. however, Jesus 
has freed us from the consequences of our dabbling with 
divinity, but for what have we been freed? we are free from 
consequences, and we are free to live the life we were intended 
to live. we were meant to live with god at the center. we 
were meant to live with the full experience of god’s presence 
and power. this is the life for which we were created, the life 
for which we were freed. we move to this life through prayer. 
prayer invites the spirit to do the deep internal work which 
makes it possible for us to live the life for which we were 
created. it opens us to the experience of god at the center, 
a growing experience of god at the center as more and more 
of god takes up residence in us in and through our prayers. 
prayer is important because prayer leads us to the life for 
which we were created. what does it look like to pray in this 
way? paul gives us some insight in the prayers he penned for 
the ephesians and believers of asia minor (ephesians 1.15-
23; 3.14-19). this week, i encourage you to use one or 
both of these prayers as a guide or framework for your own 
prayer. perhaps you can “riff” on these prayers using them 
as a starting point. or maybe, you can personalize them and 
make them your own by inserting yourself into the requests. 
whatever form this takes, spend time each day asking for more 
of god because it is in getting god that we get life, real life.  
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real lIfe WIth Blake:
prayer is important. at least that is what i have always been 
taught. however, no one ever explained to me what was so 
important about it. most of the time, prayer was explained 
as the way to get things from god. there is truth to this, but 
in my mind, this Just didn’t rise to the level of “important” 
because god already knows what i need and has promised 
to provide it. so, why is prayer important? i am coming to 
understand that prayer is important because it is the means by 
which i get god. i know that sounds strange. let me add a bit 
more strange to the mix. there is more of god we are meant to 
experience. feeling the weird yet?  
i was always taught that when i began the Journey of faith, 
i got all of god i would ever get. i got the holy spirit and i 
needed to learn to love him and listen to him. i am beginning 
to think that is not really the case, the first part that is. i 
don’t think we get all of god. we most certainly get god, 
but we don’t get all of him. there is more of god to be had, 
more we are meant to have. i can’t get around this truth as i 
read the prayers of paul in ephesians, prayers which involve 
requests for a greater experience of god, a greater possession 
of god and by god in the lives of people who are already on 
the faith Journey. in paul’s mind there is more of god to be 
had, more of the god they already have. there is a life out 
there, a life marked with an experience of god’s power and 
presence i cannot imagine, but it is real and i am meant to 
live it. it is a life where i am treasured and loved and never 
alone. that life is out there. how i ever missed this is another 
story, one which has to do with an incomplete understanding 
of redemption. we’ll save that for another time. let’s stay 
with the idea of that life that is there. if it is there, and i 
believe it is, then the question is how do we move to it? how do 
we get more of god, more experience of him, more of the life 
he intends for us? if we follow paul’s lead, we do it through 
prayer. somehow prayer invites god to do a work inside us, a 
work which makes it possible for us to experience this “more” 
life which is out there for us. when i view prayer through 
this lens i can’t think of anything more important for me to do 
than to engage in prayer, because it is prayer which leads me 
to that “more” life. i guess the question now is, what does this 
kind of praying look like?  


